Joint Special Edition – Law Enforcement & First
Responder Threat Environment Update
August 1, 2016
A Joint Special Edition is a product, developed entirely, or in part, by the WSIC and STAC due to significant events,
an identified threat stream, or an exigent criminal investigative need. If you would like to submit products and/or
intelligence for inclusion in this series, please contact the WSIC at wsic@doj.state.wi.us or STAC at
stac@milwaukee.gov.
60-Second Survey: The WSIC and STAC are constantly working to improve the quality and relevance of our
products. We encourage recipients of this product to provide feedback (both positive and negative) via the following
link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WSICSpecialEditionUrgentIntelligence.

(U) Threats Against Law Enforcement, First Responders, and Public Sector Personnel
(U) WSIC/STAC Comment: Although U.S. Citizens have constitutional rights to freedom of speech, beliefs,
expression, and conscience, including extreme and controversial viewpoints, the U.S. Constitution does not
protect criminal behavior or the incitement of violence against individuals or groups. While it is important to
take note of certain extremist viewpoints and ideologies both for officer safety and situational awareness,
recipients of this bulletin are reminded to focus investigations on criminal conduct and suspicious behavior,
rather than speech, beliefs, or conduct that may be protected by the First Amendment. Recipients can
reference the Wisconsin Department of Justice guidelines below for how to determine what constitutes a
threat versus constitutionally protected activity, such as freedom of speech.

(U) Recent reporting at the local, state, and national level indicates both violence and threats of
violence against law enforcement. Recently, the activity has expanded beyond law enforcement,
affecting non-sworn first responders as well as public partners (such as transportation employees).
(U) In light of the current threat environment, the Wisconsin Statewide Intelligence Center (WSIC) and
the Southeastern Wisconsin Threat Analysis Center (STAC) are disseminating this Joint Special
Edition. The purpose of this bulletin is to provide homeland security partners with an assessment of
the current threat environment, as well as appropriate operational and personal security measures.
(U) Agencies can report incidents similar to the information described in this bulletin, as well as any
other known threats or suspicious activity, by contacting either the WSIC or the STAC. Information
can be sent to the WSIC via the suspicious activity report form found on WILENET, by calling 1-888DCI-WSIC, e-mailing wsic@doj.state.wi.us, or navigating to www.wifusion.org. STAC can be reached
by calling 414-935-1200, by email at stac@milwaukee.gov, or via WiWatch.org / 1-877-WiWATCH (1877-949-2824).
(U) Thank you for your support and continued vigilance as you protect, serve, and work in Wisconsin.
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(U) Recent Incidents in Wisconsin and Minnesota
(Information cutoff 7/29/2016 3:30 PM)

(U) Threat Incidents in Wisconsin
(U) WSIC and STAC continue to receive information related to violence and threats of violence to law
enforcement and other first responders in Wisconsin. Recent examples include:
•

(U//FOUO) On 20 July, a southeastern sheriff’s office received a threat that a group out of
state had ordered the assassination of a law enforcement official and family member in
southeastern Wisconsin.

•

(U//FOUO) On 19 July, a police department southeastern Wisconsin received an email
pertaining to a threat of a gang member who was reportedly one of many trained to “snipe”
police. The threat was deemed not credible.

•

(U//FOUO) On 19 July, a south central Wisconsin sheriff’s office received threats via social
media.

•

(U//FOUO) On 17 July, an online social media post indicating, “You police officers started this
killing s**t and you thought we were gonna keep taking it with no justice for the families? No!
Don't be surprised we coming for you” was received by a southeastern Wisconsin police
department.

•

(U//FOUO) On 17 July, while conducting a traffic stop, an officer from a police department in
southern Wisconsin received a threat to kill law enforcement.

•

(U//FOUO) On 17 July, sometime overnight at a probation & parole (P&P) office in
northeastern Wisconsin, an unknown person(s) sprayed or poured an accelerant on the
employee entrance door to the office and set it on fire.

•

(U//FOUO) Early Sunday morning on 17 July, a Milwaukee police officer while sitting in his
squad was fired upon. The suspect fled the scene and later took his own life.

•

(U//FOUO) On 15 July, an anonymous third party provided information to a southeastern
Wisconsin police department that suggested potential violence against law enforcement
officers. The information indicated another Dallas-style attack would occur.

•

(U//FOUO) On 11 July, a subject made threats to south central police department and
specifically mentioned a second south central police department.

•

(U//FOUO) On 11 July, a south central police department received threats via social media to
law enforcement, fire, and EMS.

•

(U//FOUO) On 9 July, a known subject followed an on-duty deputy with a sheriff’s office in
western Wisconsin to various calls for service. When approached, the subject was very
confrontational with officers.
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•

(U//FOUO) On 08 July, while an individual was being served revocation papers at a county jail
in northeastern Wisconsin, the subject made a comment that the local probation & parole
(P&P) office “will not be around much longer” as there are “several other inmates upset” with
the office.

•

(U//FOUO) On 08 July, a police department in
southeastern Wisconsin received information of an
online post made by a subject stating, “Either They
Stop Killing Us Or We Start Blowing They Ass Down.”
The statement was accompanied by a photo of two
black males pointing handguns at the head of a
uniformed police officer next to his squad car.

•

(U//FOUO) On 08 July, a police department in
southeastern Wisconsin received information of an
online post stating: “Be first to shoot first I encourage
every Black man in America to strap up. It is clear. I
encourage every white officer to kiss there love ones
good bye. Every time you leave the house. Tell them
you love them; because you may not make it home.
Also if you do make it home. You may find there dead
bodies sprawled all over the house. This is war were
tired. I don’t care who I offend I don’t have any more
words but bullets. It’s time to start going into there
homes and killing there families. Not f***ing playing or
smiling:( “

•

(U//FOUO) On 06 July, a sheriff’s office in northeastern Wisconsin had a subject threaten to kill
a parole officer and law enforcement. He threatened suicide by police.

•

(U//FOUO) On 05 July, sometime overnight a probation & parole office in northeastern
Wisconsin reported an instance of a Wisconsin Department of Corrections (DOC) vehicle that
was set on fire and destroyed.

•

(U//FOUO) On 03 July, a southeastern Wisconsin police department provided information
related to an online post by a subject who identified he lived in Cleveland, OH. He urged
Wisconsin persons to “Start Killing those racist pigs, get their addresses find their badge
numbers follow their assess home kill their entire family for taking yours, make sure you pray
before you go ask God for your protection Amen”.

•

(U//FOUO) On 24 June, a local police department in south central Wisconsin encountered a
subject who made statements, “that he (the officer) better watch himself and that he was
coming for him.” The subject fled quickly after receiving his citation and yelled at the officer.
Within 30 minutes of the traffic stop, the officer was followed by the subject turn for turn
through the village. Many contacts have been made with this subject and he continues to
show agitation and anger towards law enforcement.
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•

(U//FOUO) On 15 June, a police department in south central Wisconsin encountered a suicidal
subject who threatened to kill law enforcement if they approached him.

•

(U//FOUO) On 15 July, a state law enforcement agency received threats.

•

(U//FOUO) On 14 June, a county in northeast Wisconsin received threats to first responders.

•

(U//FOUO) On 09 June, threats were made via email to a law enforcement officer in south
central Wisconsin.

(U) Recent Incidents in Minnesota
(U) The WSIC and STAC have also received information related to violence and threat of violence to
law enforcement and other first responders in surrounding states as well. Recent examples in
Minnesota include:
•

(U//FOUO) On 15 July, EMS was returning from Virginia, MN to Duluth when a vehicle pulled
aside the ambulance and two females began shouting obscenities, including “we hate cops”.

•

(U//FOUO) On 14 July, a Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN area EMS crew was responding to a call
when a person in an alleyway threw an object that struck the ambulance.

•

(U//FOUO) On 12 July, a group of young men stepped into the road and blocked a
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN area EMS crew from responding to a call. They flipped off the driver,
refused to move, and attempted to surround the vehicle, forcing the vehicle to reverse.

•

(U//FOUO) On 09 July, a segment of the several hundred demonstrators on the I-94 freeway in
Minnesota used weapons to assault law enforcement, to include a laser pointer, large
commercial fireworks, rocks, bottles, liquids, concrete segments, and rebar. Minnesota
Department of Transportation workers were also assaulted during subsequent cleanup efforts.

•

(U//FOUO) On 08-09 July, an individual in a vehicle approached a Metro area ambulance and
made statements about it being “time to die” and that they “will be the next Dallas”. At the time,
medics were loading a patient into the ambulance and law enforcement was present. It is
uncertain if the statements were directed at law enforcement or all uniformed personnel.

•

(U//FOUO) On 08 July, suspects occupying a vehicle threw Molotov cocktails at
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN area officers.

•

(U//FOUO) On 09 July, subject stated, “it’s time for you ‘f---ing’ ‘n---ger’ to die,” to
Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN area EMS personnel.

•

(U//FOUO) On 08 July, a Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN area EMS crew were told they were “no
better than the police” and would be “treated the same”.
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(U) Additional Resources
(U) See attached regarding how to determine what activity constitutes a threat - as opposed to
constitutionally protected activity such as freedom of speech:
(U//FOUO) WI Department of Justice legal references regarding threats attached:
(U) The following resources outline the current threat environment and security recommendations:
(U//FOUO) JIB regarding vigilance at public and political events see attached:
(U//FOUO) STAC bulletin Securing your Personal Social Media Accounts see attached:
(U) Source Summary Statement: the information provided in this Joint Special Edition is based on a finished intelligence
product disseminated by the Minnesota Fusion Center and first responder reporting in Wisconsin. We have high
confidence in the reliability of the reports and information outlined in this product.

This document addresses the following Homeland Security Standing Information Needs (HSEC SINS) and the Wisconsin
Statewide Intelligence Center Standing Information Needs (WSIC SINS): WSIC 1.1, WSIC 8.1, WSIC 9.1, WSIC 11.1.6, WSIC
11.1.12, and WSIC 12.1

(U) Reporting Notice:
(U) The public should contact law enforcement via 9-1-1 when an immediate response is needed regarding suspicious activity
for any type of crime, including terrorism. The Wisconsin Department of Justice, Milwaukee Police Department, DHS and the
FBI encourage recipients of this document to report information concerning suspicious or criminal activity that does not pose
an immediate threat to public safety to their fusion center or to the local FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force. Activity that is clearly
a terrorist threat should be reported to the JTTF and local law enforcement immediately. Suspicious activity may be reported
to either the fusion center or the JTTF. The fusion centers and JTTFs share information, so a suspicious activity report
received by one entity is shared with all concerned parties. The state fusion center (Wisconsin Statewide Intelligence Center
(WSIC)) can be contacted at 608-242-5393 / 888-DCI-WSIC or wsic@doj.state.wi.us.
The fusion center for Southeastern
Wisconsin (Southeastern Wisconsin Threat Analysis Center (STAC) can be contacted at 414-935-7741 or stac@milwaukee.gov.
Milwaukee’s FBI Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) can be contacted at 414-276-4684 and the Madison JTTF can be reached at
608-833-4600. When available, each report submitted should include the date, time, location, type of activity, number of people
and type of equipment used for the activity, the name of the submitting company or organization, and a designated point of
contact.
Warning: This document is UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY (U//FOUO). It contains information that may be exempt
from public release under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Wisconsin Public Records Law (including but
not limited to Wis. Stat. §§ 19.36(1), (2) & 19.35(1)(a). It is to be controlled, stored, handled, transmitted, distributed, and
disposed of in accordance with WSIC’s Non-Disclosure Agreement relating to FOUO information. The information, or sections
within, is not to be released to the public, the media, or other personnel who do not have a valid “need-to-know” without prior
approval of an authorized WSIC official. NO REPORT OR SEGMENT THEREOF MAY BE RELEASED TO ANY MEDIA SOURCES.
Please contact the Wisconsin Statewide Intelligence Center, e-mail address wsic@doj.state.wi.us or phone 608-242-5393, if you
have any questions or need additional information.
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